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learnt more about guerilla fighting during the last month
or two of the war than he had in the whole previous
century, but it was only after the fall of Addis Ababa
that he has begun to put that learning into practice, and
of this later war the world learns and cares as little as it
does about the contemporary campaigning in Waziristan.
So long as Ethiopia was * in the news * her totally untrained
levies fought as their fathers had learnt to fight during the
latter half of the nineteenth century. They were led by
men who had no other tradition of warfare except the
mass attack and closequarter fighting with swords.
The Emperor himself would have liked to have used
both his regular troops, and also the levies as a purely
delaying force. Both he and his Foreign Minister,
Herrouy, still clung to the idea that the League would
save Ethiopia, and that the slow-moving British Empire
only needed a month or two in order to get ready for
the final suppression of the upstart Italy,1 It is doubtful
whether different tactics would have greatly affected
the speed of the Italian advance as far as Addis Ababa,
or from the south to Jijiga and Harar. To-day any
modern army, with plenty of mechanical transport
and complete command of the air, can advance from
point A k> point B on the earth's surface with very
few casualties if it is only opposed by ill-equipped
and lightly armed troops. The real difficulties begin
when it has to take possession of the country,
spread its forces from point B, and leave little groups
scattered in outlying towns and villages.
Haile Selassie might possibly have let the Italians
advance without serious opposition as far -as Addis
1 As late as February in the following year the writer found that
tfoe Foreign Minister, Bilatangeta Herrouy, at Addis Ababa was
still obsessed by this idea of British intervention.

